Web Application Developer in J2EE environment
Location: Haifa

Description: This position involves working as software engineer as part of an Information Retrieval team that develops the next generation of Search Engine solution for Enterprise Portal and Social Search Engine for Enterprise Collaboration product. The position focus is around the application layer development using AJAX and Dojo technologies. The team works as part of IBM Israel Software Lab and is located in Haifa. The team's main focus in the last year has been around advanced navigation and filtering over social content, social communities and streams of events from social network systems. Focus on scale and performance was always at the top of the requirements list in all layers including the web application. The developed solutions are globalized to more than 30 languages as IBM is a leader worldwide in its markets.

Requirements:
* Candidates should have high programming skills and willingness to work in complex development environment
* Advantage for experience in Web Application development using AJAX, Dojo and J2EE environment in general

Education:
Graduated in the last two years B.Sc. in computer science

Please apply online:
Include your CV and the transcript of your academic record
Junior Java Developer  
Location: Haifa

Description: This position involves working as software engineer as part of a team that develops the next generation of Search Engine solution for Enterprise Portal. The team is responsible for the engine and consumption of internal content and any other IBM products content that can be exposed through the Portal. The team mission is to deliver a solution that supports the Exceptional Web Experience strategy but supplying highly scale and highly available solution with maximum simplest around administration and maximum flexibility around deployment. The team works as part of IBM Israel Software Lab and is located in Haifa. The team collaborates globally with different development groups across the glob and supports IBM customers through their projects (POC, testing, production) life-cycle.

Requirements:
* Candidates should have experience in Java programming  
* Advantage for experience in J2EE environment programming

Education:
Graduated in the last two years B.Sc. in computer science  
Please apply on line:  
Include your CV and the transcript of your academic record.